Years of potential life lost: application of an indicator for assessing premature mortality in Spain and Portugal.
In this article, the authors present an analysis of causes of death in Spain and Portugal in 1984 based on a calculation of the "years of potential life lost" (YPLL) between the first and the 70th birthdays, the latter age corresponding approximately to the average life expectancy in both countries. This analysis of the YPLL led to a substantially different ranking of the main causes of death, based on what might be termed "premature mortality" compared with that obtained from more conventional mortality indices. According to this criterion, which is especially appropriate for the planning and evaluation of health interventions, the main causes of premature death (1-69 years) in the two countries of the Iberian peninsula are malignant tumours and, particularly in Portugal, violent deaths (especially motor-vehicle accidents, but also suicides). This is in contrast to the predominance of cardiovascular diseases indicated by other weightings of age-specific mortality rates. Portugal shows significantly worse YPLL rates than Spain not only for general mortality (45% higher than in Spain), but also for several major groups of causes. In Spain only malignant neoplasms, diabetes and chronic rheumatic heart diseases show higher specific mortality rates than in Portugal, based on traditional mortality indicators.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)